
Our annual conference of focused
culinary training will set your
company apart from the competition.
Learn from world-class caterers in a
unique and intimate setting and
sample, taste and experience food at
every step along the way!
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Your kitchen is the heart and soul of your catering operation, a place of skill,
spirit and craftsmanship. This August, give it an extra jolt of innovation—and
transform your menu offerings into masterpieces.

Catersource and the International Caterers Association are bringing the Art of
Catering Food conference to Philadelphia, a city full of artistic heritage and home
of some of the country’s greatest chefs and culinary traditions. Developed with
the help of the ICA Culinary Council, this delicious conference will inspire your
menus, teach chefs and kitchen staff new techniques, create new trends and
improve your kitchen overall.

Bring an empty stomach—almost all Art of Catering Food educational sessions will
sample high-quality recipes so you get a taste of these menu items for high-
volume and culinary-focused kitchens. 

build your craft through education
Each day at the Art of Catering Food conference will be packed with courses and
demonstrations. You’ll participate in all the educational courses, so there’s no need
to pick and choose between them.  The learning will also include interactive Lunch
+ Learn events, facility tours and the optional Monday night party that will have
you composing symphonies in your kitchen.

REGISTRATION OPENS MAY 20
Space at this conference is limited so make plans to register early. Visit our
website for more information. 

Turn Your Menus into
Works of Art
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“All [sessions] gave me 
items and recipes to take 

back to my company.”
Michelle Aldred
Triangle Catering

Raleigh, NC

“Very informative and
motivating. Makes me want 

to go back to the kitchen 
and experiment!” 

Deosol Miguel Almazan
PR Creative Caterers

Toronto, ON

“Nice to see new ideas and how
to do them–great hands on

training.”
Toni Benetti-Flabetich

Catering Creations By Toni
Yakima, WA

“AOCF showcased things 
I have never seen before. 

It was fun and interesting. 
I have new ideas to capture 
all the senses on the plate.”

Brooke Francis
Santa Barbara Catering

Tempe, AZ
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small class sizes

insightful facility tours

samples, samples, samples!

relevant culinary education

turn the page
see what this exciting
program has to offer!

>>>

peer-to-peer networking
“I am happy I came and even

happier for the great ideas I am
taking home.”
Grace Godfrey

University of Oregon Catering
Eugene, OR
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“This really opened my mind!”
Thomas Shannon

Compass Group USA Inc
Salt Lake City, UTSchedule is subject to change.

The Art of Shooting Food
Cade Nagy, Owner, Catering By Design, Denver, CO
While we would all love in-house professional photographers on
staff, the reality is that we are often photographing food and events as
best we can, using limited technique and lots of trial and error. Cade,
a master behind the lens as well as at the stove, will share some of the
basic “recipes” for taking great pictures to use for social media,
marketing and for your own enjoyment.

The Crostini: Dead or Alive?
Paul Larson, Executive Chef, Blue Plate, Chicago, IL
Do you want to step out of the box and find some new passed hors
d’oeuvre to replace the tried and true crostini selections on your
catering menus? This fast-paced class will showcase 25 alternative
recipes for passed appetizers to revitalize your current offerings.
Remember, the recipes, techniques and food costs will be included in
your supplemental materials, so no need for taking notes. Just sit
back and be inspired by Paul’s creative ideas.

Flavor Dynamics of the 33rd Parallel
Keith Lord, Corporate Executive Chef, H Events, Festivities & Picnic People, 
San Diego, CA
Unlock your senses and embark on a culinary quest that explores
ingredients and flavors from Japan, Morocco, Tunisia, Lebanon,
Jordan, Iran, China and India—all of which fall on the same 33rd
parallel as San Diego—to create a perfect blend of what becomes our
city’s own exotic flavors. Open your mind and liberate your trusted
notions about cuisine and tag along on this quirky San Diego-inspired
flavor trail.

Using Price Point Navigators to Engineer Your Menus
Lon Lane, Owner, and Stewart Lane, Culinary R&D Chef, Lon Lane’s Inspired
Occasions, Kansas City, MO
Stop designing every menu for each event from scratch. This class will
teach the process of using a basic menu as a foundation and building
multiple price points by adding various levels of embellishments.
Learn the art of transforming your classic starters, soups, salad,
entrees and desserts to fit various price points. 

Everything Is Coming Up Smoked
Brian Aaron, President, Aaron’s Catering, Miami, FL
Smoking, one of this year’s top culinary trends, is not just for meats,
fish, and cheeses. House-smoked veggies, salts, nuts and spices are
showing up on trendy menus everywhere, even in some dessert
applications. Learn new and easy techniques for smoking and take
home some of Brian’s favorite recipes featuring unique smoked
ingredients.

The Magic of Salt Crust Cooking
Andrew Spurgin, Principal, Andrew Spurgin™, San Diego, CA
Man, women, and civilizations have been cooking in salt for
thousands of years—some say since the Phoenicians in 1000 BC!
Now it’s your turn to learn how. Learn salt crust cooking techniques
for fish, meat, chicken and vegetables that will not only result in
perfectly cooked and tasty food but also add a dramatic presentation
to your buffets and stations.

Prop Room Organization, Packing and Design
Lon Lane, Owner and Stewart Lane, Culinary R&D Chef, Lon Lane’s Inspired
Occasions, Kansas City, MO
The chef’s job is not over when the food leaves the kitchen. Assuring
that the menu is presented attractively is often the responsibility of
the catering culinary department. Learn how the team at Lon Lane’s
Inspired Occasions guarantees that all the pieces arrive on site at
events, how they communicate with the on-site staff for setting up the
event and how things get packed and returned to the warehouse.

Social Media for Chefs
Steve Sanchez, Director of Sales and Marketing, The JDK Group, Camp Hill, PA
Showcasing the culinary team is an easy way to get your company in
the social media buzz. However, with a chef’s busy schedule, there is
limited time to dedicate to social media. Steve will explain how to get
started and maintain your social media presence and introduce you to
some of the newer programs in the cyber marketplace.

lunch + learn
Lunch at Reading Terminal Market
For lunch on Sunday, we’ll turn you loose to roam
Philadelphia’s historic farmers market to find a
delicious fresh lunch featuring the summertime
bounty of the mid-Atlantic region. From classic
Philadelphia hoagies to a new restaurant that
focuses only on donuts and salads, the vast
selection of this market is at your disposal. Prices
for lunch at the market will range from $8 to $20.

Plus, bring your camera or smartphone for a
contest based on Cade Nagy’s photography
session. 
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sunday
education
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facility tours
This year we’re visiting three prominent Philadelphia catering
operations: Garces Catering, Feastivities Events and Feast Your Eyes
Catering. These tours will give you an up-close look at how these
successful caterers stay on top, organize their operations and run a
completely inspired business. Samples of food, beverages and behind-
the-scenes secrets will be available at each location.

Garces Catering at the Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts
At one of Philadelphia’s most prominent theaters facilities, the
Kimmel Center creates lavish events in its ballrooms and theaters.
Find out how this Iron Chef-helmed catering company handles mass
volume and impeccable style in its indoor and outdoor facilities.

Feastivities Events
Owner and Catersource Style Director Meryl Snow and Chef/Owner
Andy Snow will lift the pipe and drape and expose how their
company has created high-market events for the past 25 years as
caterers, designers and producers. Step inside the four separate
divisions and experience how this company ticks.

Feast Your Eyes Catering
We’ll visit Feast Your Eyes’ 18,000-square-foot facility, home of
renowned caterers Lynn Buono and Skip Schwarzman, who will
show off their commitment to sustainability and civic responsibility 
in everything from their upscale event production to their takeout
division.

Staff Training Systems: The Secret to Success in Your Kitchen 
and at Your Events
Mike Barbera, Executive Chef, ’Wichcraft, New York, NY
How do you know who is qualified to do what job? Do you have
organized systems for training culinary and event staff? Sharing his
fundamental but flexible systems for training catering staff at several
events locations in New York and San Francisco, Executive Chef
Mike Barbera will teach you how he has made both front-of-house
and back-of-house systems more efficient.

Plug and Produce…Again: 20 New Savory and Sweet Recipes to
Add to Your Menus
Jason Mezrano, Executive Chef, Kathy G and Company, Birmingham, AL;
Bonnie Kravitz, Pastry Chef, and Hillary Brown, Expediter, Daniel et Daniel,
Toronto, Canada; Robin Selden, Executive Chef, Marcia Selden Catering &
Events, Stamford, CT; Mark Baldwin, Owner, Blue Ridge Catering, Roanoke, VA
Back by popular demand, this class will provide proven recipes to
update and revitalize your passed appetizer and dessert menus. Each
chef will present five of their most requested recipes, three savory and
two sweet, along with photos, recipes, production techniques,
shipping methods and cost information for each item. Take these
ideas home and update your menus with proven items sure to sell for
a profit and please your clients.

Invite to Take a Bite: Unique Presentations, Compelling Stories and
Contemporary Ingredients
Eddie Dopkin, Owner; Terri Young, Senior Account Executive and Designer; and
Bryan Davis, Executive Chef, The Classic Catering People, Baltimore, MD
Staying on the cutting edge of design and cuisine will not only please
your clients but is an extraordinary marketing opportunity. Learn
also about the team dynamic at one of the top caterers on the east
coast, Classic Catering People, which fosters creativity but also keeps
function and profit in focus.

more monday >

monday
education
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“I got something from each session, recipes and ideas so I can hit
the ground running ASAP–practical advice to use right away.”

Jennifer Thomas
Chef Jeni & Co
Sioux Falls, SD
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Plated or Passed: Irresistible Chocolate Desserts
Robin Selden, Executive Chef, Marcia Selden Catering & Events, Stamford, CT
Dessert is the last bite of every memorable meal. Today’s guest is
expecting a beautifully presented dessert with “twisted” flavors that
will leave them unable to resist eating every last morsel. Whether you
have a pastry chef or not, these yummy chocolate desserts will be
perfect for your catering menus. Watch as Robin takes one basic
chocolate recipe and adds unique flavors and garnishes to create
several different dessert selections.

From Restaurateur to Caterer: Restaurant Quality Food at a 
Catered Event
Adam DeLosso, Executive Chef, Garces Catering, Philadelphia, PA
Today’s catering customer is more demanding than ever. As reality
cooking shows fill the TV schedule and more social media sites are
visited daily, our customers demand menus that look, smell and taste
like dishes from elite restaurants. Join Adam for this session as he
demonstrates techniques and methods that allow you to consistently
produce restaurant quality food at your catered events.

All Things Stuffed: Savory Traveling Food for Every Purpose
Ken Barrett, Executive Director, BG Events and Catering, Boston, MA
From Britain to Argentina and India to China, almost every culture
makes their version of a pie or filled pastry. Savory pies have
remained a staple of working people worldwide and are perfectly
suited for catering. In this class we will discuss all types of pies,
traditional and nontraditional, which can be easily used for action
stations, tray-passed appetizers or center-of-the-plate entrees.

I Need That Now! Catering Tricks and Tips For High Volume, 
Multi Day Events and Field Kitchens
Adam Gooch, Executive Chef, Purple Onion Catering Company, Vienna, VA
Are you a small caterer growing quickly? This class will show you
some great shortcuts and tips to help improve and make your life
simple. Learn kitchen tricks to improve efficiency from the
culinary staff; packing tips to ensure things are packed, labeled
and shipped correctly; field tricks and setups to help make things
easier and faster; and cave cooking
pointers to ensure you can
produce high-quality
food using canned
heat and a warming
cabinet.

Large or Small: Sous Vide is a Method that Works for Caterers
Greg Shapiro, Owner, Tastebuds Custom Catering, Naples, FL
Would you like to be able to serve meat that is done to the correct
temperature every time? Or be able to ship a party in smaller
containers? The solution for these challenges may be sous vide
cooking. Learn from a caterer what equipment you need to purchase,
when the sous vide method is better than traditional cooking, and
how to change your systems and techniques to take advantage of
using sous vide.

Romancing the Entrée: Tasty Side Dishes that Enhance Plated Meals
Karen O’Connor, Executive Chef, Daniel et Daniel, Toronto, ON, Canada
Side dishes have become an important element to the look and flavors
of the total dining experience. While potatoes, rice and asparagus will
never be out of style, there are many new options including ancient
grains and unique vegetable combinations appearing on trendy
menus. Learn some new ideas from Karen guaranteed to spark up
your plated meals.

lunch + learn
Buffet Lunch
Learn techniques and get menu ideas for cold lunch entreés at this
tasty lunch. Four different buffet set-ups will line the convention
center, so you can see how the ICA Culinary Council creates their
highly sellable, unique and profitable buffets. 

monday continued

Schedule is
subject to
change.
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“Our executive chef and I attended the conference [together]. Our working
relationship, already great, will only be strengthened with this info.” 

Paige Thurmond
Clinton Presidential Center

Little Rock, AR
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A  C U L I N A R Y  C O N C E R T
COMPOSING CONTEMPORARY COOKERY

7

tuesday
education

optional event

Taste the music, as Feastivities and the JDK Group
take over Philadelphia’s famed Electric Factory to
produce an kinetic and synesthetic event that will
tantalize all your senses. 

As your mind fills with color, light, sensation and,
most importantly, food, you’ll elevate your platform
of inspiration in whole new ways, while taking in the
legendary sounds of Philadelphia.

Every level of creativity will cascade around you,
providing succulent bites while inspiring menu ideas
that will have your clients calling you “Maestro!” 

As an encore, all recipes from this trendsetting event
will be included in your supplemental materials.

This is an optional event and ticket
purchase is required to participate.

Kitchen Business: It’s Not Just About the Food
Moderator: Bill Pannhoff, Owner, B&B Catering, Spring Hill, NC
This lively panel of chefs, owners and managers will put all of their
cards on the table discussing topics such as food cost, overtime,
operations efficiency, hiring, firing and inspiring staff, and how to
communicate effectively with your FOH staff. This session will be
jam-packed with systems, tips and tricks to help you operate more
effectively, make more profit and have more personal time.

Mega Mixology: Bulk Bar Recipes for Profitable Catering
Dan Smith, Event Designer & Mixologist, Catering By Design, Denver, CO
Cade Nagy, Owner/ Chef, Catering by Design, Denver, CO
Dan Smith, Catering by Design’s CATIE award–winning mixologist,
knows that successful and profitable bar strategies require bulk bar
recipes that taste like handmade craft cocktails. In this session, he will
share his favorite cocktail recipes and unique presentations that
involve chef-created mixers, infusion and garnishes that state and
look like they have come from a specialty cocktail lounge—and don’t
forget the bar snacks. CBD’s Chef/Owner Cade Nagy will share some
of his favorite ideas for snacks paired with these signature cocktails.

lunch + learn
Action Stations
We’re creating action stations that you can produce easily, sell handily
and add to your portfolios—and that you can have fun with. Find out
more information about the participating companies below and get a
taste of this lively working lunch. 

Stations presented by:
ARAMARK, Philadelphia, PA
The Classic Catering People, Baltimore, MD
Feast Your Eyes Catering, Philadelphia, PA
Feastivities Events, Philadelphia, PA
Marcia Selden Catering & Event Planning, Stamford, CT
Purple Onion Catering Company, Vienna, VA
The JDK Group, Camp Hill, PA

wrap up
Closing Cocktail Hour
End these three days of
culinary learning at a
casual networking event
where you can mingle
with other attendees
and speakers. Discuss
what you’ve learned as
you enjoy snacks and 
a cash bar.

 

 

“It was so full I am having a hard time
digesting it all. I was intrigued about

looking around for inspiration and
how important thinking out of

the box is. It is really
important to know where

your food comes from.”
Alexis Starkey
Farm to Feast

Washington, DC

produced by
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why attend?

aocf@catersource.com • 800.932.3632

Conference
by June 26 $699
after June 26 $729

Optional Event  (Monday night) 
Culinary Concert add $129

Hotel
Marriott $159
Hampton Inn $119

taste
• Sample menu items at each live culinary

demonstration.

• Discover how successful chefs make their flavors
bigger, bolder and better—and take note of how
each dish is described so your sales team can sell
the dishes you love.

• Dabble in trends, spices and flavors from around
the globe.

• Fill your stomach and your mind with new ideas
at the Lunch + Learn events every day.

see
• Witness the change that will come over your staff

and customers as you find new ways to cut back
on food waste, make events even more dazzling
and create menus that become masterpieces.

• See the world through another lens as you learn
to promote your culinary and presentation skills
through advanced photography and social media.

• Read recipes from all the items produced 
on-stage in supplemental conference materials.

feel
• Shiver with chills as you step into the walk-in

fridges of Philadelphia’s top caterers and see 
how they manage their companies during
fascinating facility tours.

• Sense incredible excitement as you learn new skills
for your business and unique strategies to be the
best in your market.

smell
• Get a whiff of what’s up and coming and be the

first to launch these ideas in your market.

• Smell the profits from fresh menu items designed
for high-volume, low cost and maximum taste.

hear
• Listen to the sounds of food sizzling, ooh-ing and

aah-ing as you watch preparations up-close-and-
personal.

• Catch the sounds of the coolest culinary concert
ever created at the Monday night party.

www.catersource.com/art-of-catering-food
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To offer this kind of intimate and intense program,
we’ve limited the attendance at this conference which
will allow you:

• To taste and sample foods throughout the entire
three-day program

• Access to all classes, Lunch+Learns, demos,
roundtables, facility tours–no need to pick and
choose within a time slot: you get it all!

• The option to attend the wildly creative Culinary
Concert event for even more culinary and
presentation ideas

Register early to guarantee a spot in this exciting
culinary conference that’ll inspire your menus for 
the whole year. Visit our website for registration and
the latest information.
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registration
opens 

may 20
See pg. 7 for details.

Host hotels are within walking distance of the Convention
Center. Transportation to off-site events will be provided from
these hotels only. Visit our website for booking details and
discount codes.

Sponsored by
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